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APPENDIX G. ESTIMATES OF SUPPORTABILITY

Estimates of supportability are performed in detailed planning and fragmentary order
planning. They analyze the supporting arms’ current capabilities; the current area of op-
erations, enemy capabilities, and each course of action proposed; and cite advantages
and disadvantages of each course of action. The extent of the estimate varies with the
time available. The following formats for formal written estimates cover artillery, avia-
tion, and naval surface fires.

Sample Format of Artillery Estimate of Supportability
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Copy no. _ of _copies
ISSUING HEADQUARTERS
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Date/time group

ARTILLERY ESTIMATE OF SUPPORTABILITY (U)
TITLE (U)

(U) REFERENCES: (List applicable references; e.g., maps, operation plans,
doctrinal publications, SOPs, etc.)

1.  (U) Mission

(State the mission of the command.)

a.  (U) Artillery Concept. (State the artillery concept to support the mission.)

b.  (U) Previous Decisions. (State any previous decisions by the maneuver com-
mander) 

2.  (U) Situation and Considerations

a.  (U) Characteristics of the Area of Operations. (Refer to the Intelligence Esti-
mate.)

b.  (U) Enemy Capabilities and Most Probable Course of Action. (Refer to the In-
telligence Estimate.)

c.  (U) Friendly Forces. (State the friendly artillery forces available for the opera-
tion or refer to the planning document or other document setting forth available 
forces.)

d.  (U) Courses of Action. (The proposed courses of action are stated in full.)
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e.  (U) Assumptions. (State any assumptions on which the estimate is based, in-
cluding assumptions regarding anticipated enemy action.)

3.  (U) Artillery Analysis

a.  (U) Considerations Having Equal Effect. (State all considerations of the analy-
sis that have equal effect on all proposed courses of action.)

b.  (U) Courses of Action. Each course of action is discussed from a strictly artil-
lery point of view. All influencing factors are considered. Considerations include 
but are not limited to the ability of artillery to cover the area of operation of the sup-
ported unit; ammunition availability (total or CSR, munition types, desired packag-
es); positioning and displacement requirements (rate of movement, counterfire 
threat); ability to mass fires; ability to provide CSS (external transportation assets if 
required, artillery culminating points); security of artillery (ground, indirect fire 
threat); troops available; effects of terrain and weather (operations, observation, 
ammunition effectiveness, and communications).

4.  (U) Evaluation

(Each course of action is evaluated in turn. Advantages and disadvantages
of each course of action are enumerated.)

5.  (U) Conclusions

a.  (U) Best Course. (This is a statement of which course of action can best be 
supported from an artillery point of view.)

b.  (U) Other Courses. (Other courses of action are listed in their order of support-
ability, and a statement is made of their salient disadvantages.)

c.  (U) Significant Problems. (This is a statement of significant problems to be 
solved and limitations to be taken into account. Measures required to solve the 
problems should be included.)

/s/

CLASSIFICATION
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Sample Format of Aviation Estimate of Supportability

CLASSIFICATION

Copy no. _ of -copies
ISSUING HEADQUARTERS
PLACE OF ISSUE
Date/time group

AVIATION ESTIMATE OF SUPPORTABILITY (U)
TITLE (U)

(U) REFERENCES: (List applicable references; e.g., maps, operation plans,
doctrinal publications, SOPs, etc.)

1.  (U) Mission

a.  (U)  Basic Mission. (State the mission of the command.)

b.  (U) Previous Decisions. (State any previous decisions by the commander.)

2.  (U) Situation and Considerations

a.  (U) Enemy

(1)  (U) Present disposition of major elements (Refer to the Intelligence Esti-
mate).

(2)  (U)  Capabilities (Refer to the Intelligence Estimate).

b.  (U) Friendly

(1)  (U) Present disposition of major elements.

(2)  (U) Probable tactical developments.

c.  (U) Courses of Action. (The proposed courses of action are stated in full.)

d.  (U) Characteristics of the Area. (Refer to the Intelligence Estimate.)

e.  (U) Assumptions. (State any assumptions on which the estimate is based, in-
cluding assumptions regarding anticipated enemy action.)

3.  (U) Air Support Analysis

a.  (U) Mission of the Force. (Restate the mission with emphasis on aviation sup-
port and participation required.)

b.  (U) Concept of Employment. (State the concept of employment of aviation el-
ements.)

c.  (U) Enemy Situation and Capabilities. (State the enemy capabilities with re-
spect to air support to the force.
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d.  (U) Requirement for Aviation Support. (A general statement as to which 
course of action will require the most aviation support.)

e.  (U) Topography. (A general statement of the potential sites and landing zones 
for use in the operation.)

f.  (U) Weather. (A general statement of the impact of weather on aviation sup-
port of the operation.

g.  (U) Observation and Surveillance. (A general statement regarding observation 
and surveillance as they concern aviation support of the operation.)

h.  (U) Communication Requirements. (A general statement regarding communi-
cations requirements for aviation support of the operation.)

i.  (U) Logistics Support. (A general statement regarding logistics support for 
aviation support of the operation.)

j.  (U) Hydrographic Conditions. (A general statement regarding the impact hy-
drography will have on aviation support.)

4.  (U) Evaluation

(Each course of action is evaluated in turn. Advantages are enumerated,
and then disadvantages enumerated.)

5.  (U) Conclusions

a.  (U) Best Course. (This is a statement of which course of action can best be 
supported from an aviation support point of view.)

b.  (U) Other Courses. (Other courses of action are listed in their order of support-
ability, and a statement is made of their salient disadvantages.)

c.  (U) Significant Problems. (This is a statement of significant problems to be 
solved and limitations to be taken into account. Measures required to solve the 
problems should be included.)

/s/

CLASSIFICATION
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Sample Format of Naval Surface Fires Estimate of Supportability

CLASSIFICATION

Copy no. _ of _copies
ISSUING HEADQUARTERS
PLACE OF ISSUE
Date/time group

NAVAL SURFACE FIRES ESTIMATE OF SUPPORTABILITY (U)
TITLE (U)

(U) REFERENCE:

1.  (U) Mission

a.  (U) Basic Mission. (Of the command as a whole.)

b.  (U) Previous Decisions. (If any.)

c.  (U) Purpose of This Estimate. (To determine the course of action that can best 
be supported by naval surface fires.)

2.  (U) Situation and Considerations (Omit subparagraphs not applicable.)

a.  (U) Enemy

(1)  (U) Present Disposition of Major Elements. (Reference may be made to In-
telligence Estimate.)

(2)  (U) Major Capabilities.(Enemy tactical capabilities likely to affect naval 
surface fires matters.)

(3)  (U) Other Capabilities. (Those of a non-tactical nature which are likely to 
affect the naval surface fires situation.)

b.  (U) Own Forces

(1)  (U) Own Courses of Action. (A statement of the tactical courses of action 
under consideration.)

(2)  (U) Naval Surface Fire Support Means. (A breakdown of the number and 
types of ships that will be available for the operation. At this stage of the opera-
tion, this may be purely an estimate from the NAVY AMPHIBIOUS COM-
MANDER.)

(3)  (U) Training. (A statement of the state of training of SFCPs and the ships 
that will be supporting the operation, if known.)

c.  (U) Characteristics of the Area. (Those affecting the naval surface fires situa-
tion such as weather, terrain, and hydrography. Reference may be made, in part, to 
the Intelligence Estimate.)
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d.  (U) Assumptions. (If any.)

e.  (U) Special Factors. (Items not covered elsewhere which may have a bearing 
on the naval surface fires situation.)

3.  (U) Naval Surface Fires Analysis

(Under each of the following subheadings, each course of action under
consideration is analyzed in the light of all significant factors to determine prob-
lems which will be encountered, measures required to solve such problems, and
any limiting features which will exist.)

a.  (U) Hydrography

b.  (U) Terrain

c.  (U) Weather

d.  (U) Means Required

e.  (U) Training

f.  (U) Intelligence

g.  (U) Helicopter Support Requirements

h.  (U) Electronic Warfare

i.  (U) Miscellaneous

4.  (U) Considerations Having Equal Effects

(Discuss those factors that will affect all courses of action equally.)

5.  (U) Evaluation

(Based on the foregoing analysis, the advantages and disadvantages of each
course of action under consideration are summarized and compared from a na-
val surface fires viewpoint.)

6.  (U) Conclusions

(Omit subparagraphs not applicable.)

a.  (U) (A statement as to which course of action under consideration can best be 
supported from a naval surface fires viewpoint.)

b.  (U) (A statement of the salient disadvantages which render the other courses of 
action less desirable from a naval surface fires viewpoint.)

CLASSIFICATION
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c.  (U) (A statement of significant naval surface fires problems to be solved and 
limitations to be taken into account.)

d.  (U) (A statement of measures required to solve naval surface fires problems 
involved.)

/s/

CLASSIFICATION


